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After the permanent of the decline of the religious state and the sudden breakdown of the Earth’s biosphere, the Simons Foundation has then endeavored into political fundraising to cater to their donors and constituency of the Long Island business community. Where in the south shore, organize and gang related crimes have increased and in the north shore, racketeering and higher prices has been an ominous aspect of everyday surrealism. Not too far away is Brookhaven Laboratories and not too close is Cold Spring Harbor Labs (pursuing mediocre and yet cutting edge experimental science through government and corporate funding).

The Twelve Monkeys at Stony Brook University are cult-figured scientists, pure philosophers and continental theorists. Teaching professors recognized for their achievement in scientific radicalism, radical politics and the fringe literary
tradition. They are shunned from much of the mainstream faculty members. Choosing to partake in talks and colloquiums in order to further their agenda for radical transformation of the philosophical sciences, politics and religious transcendentalism.

Ideologically scattered in their visionary aims, they mischievously gather amongst each other to plan out their agenda for world transformation of social norms and taboos. Mildly schizophrenic in their personality types, they preside in their offices as experts in their fields. Meticulously (but benignly in their mannerisms) shuffling their paperwork and filing cabinets, their office hours are split between class discussion and recruitment of students into the army of the Twelve Monkeys.
For the army of the Twelve Monkeys is instrumental in the introduction of cry havoc into the Suffolk County district. Which in a matter of eight years became a world-wide epidemic of control freaks and thugs.

Where cry havoc can be harness to achieve immediate ends in so little time and cost. But in which in its bioevolution meant the beginning manifestations of quiet mayhem. An irreversible sociological and anthropological outbreak that has led to lasting damage to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the collapse of the global academic hierarchy, and the immediate implementation of a lockdown to contain any further havoc or mayhem. But in which the prize system could not be salvaged, either way.
The original members of the Twelve Monkeys are unknown. But for all intended purposes, one of those members may be affiliated with the Simons Foundation but doubt is cast into the members’ motives (and whether or not direct affiliation and/or enrollment is tantamount).